PARKER’S

Exacta: 1-2/1-2-8, $4. Tri: 1-2/1-2-8/1-2-4-6-8, $6. DD: 1-2/3, cost $2.
Super: 1-2/1-2-8/1-2-4-6-8/1-2-3-4-6-8, $3.60. Pick 3: 1-2/3/7-10, $2. Pick 4: 1-2/3/7-10/1-4, $4.
MISS KITAEN (#2)
Tired in a synthetic route try at Golden Gate last but she is back in a sprint and
her effort at Los Al on July 12th should be good enought.
Fantastic Chloe (#1)
Didn’t appear to care for the wet surface last, although she did run second, she
should have a drier surface today, will be right there from the start.
Maika (#8)
Distant third in a fast heat for the level last, clearly wouldn’t be a surprise.
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Exacta: 3/6-7, cost $2.
Trifecta: 3/6-7/5-6-7, cost $2.
Super: 3/6-7/5-6-7/all, cost $1.60
Pick 3: 3/7-10/1-4, cost $2.
Comes off a short rest after showing good early speed in both of his two lifetime
starts, he’s worked very well since then, drops and looks set for best.
Exits the same heat as the top choice and he did finish in front of that one and
while he is not as quick early, he should be close by from the start.
Second in each of his last two starts against easier, he looks likely for part again.
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LOBANESS (#3)
Brown Tiger (#7)
I’ll Take You Out (#6)
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VERYNSKY (#7)
Johnny Five (#10)
Pegasus Champ (#3)

Exacta: 7-10/3-7-10, cost $4.
Trifecta: 7-10/3-7-10/3-5-6-7-10, $6.
Pick 3: 7-10/1-4/2-6, cost $4.
Super: 7-10/3-7-10/3-5-6-7-10/2-3-4-5-6-7-10, $4.80.
Had some trouble early and didn’t show much the rest of the way last but that
was against stakes foes and he is back against maidens, expect big try.
Couldn’t quite get the job done when favored over similar in each of his last
two, he draws outside and looms the one to beat.
Decent third at this level last, he should close late for a piece.
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MITCH AND JOHN E (#4)
Mister Breeze (#1)
True Ranger (#6)

Exacta: 1-4/1-4-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-4/1-4-6/1-3-4-6-8, $6.
Super: 1-4/1-4-6/1-3-4-6-8/1-3-4-6-8, $2.40. Pick 3: 1-4/2-6/9-11, cost $4.
Outfinished by a sharp horse last, he can act from on or off the lead early and the
drop in claiming price may do the trick.
Veteran raced a bit wide last week when the inside was the place to be while
third, he likes winning races, will get a nice ground saving trip.
Game score in his last two weeks ago, he is very sharp and can’t be ignored.

Exacta: 2-6/2-3-6, $4. Super: 2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-8/1-2-3-4-6-7-8, $4.80. Pick 4: 2-6/9-11/2-8/3-4-6-8, $16.
Tri: 2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-8, $6. Pick 3: 2-6/9-11/2-8, $4. Pick 7: 2-6/9-11/2-8/3-4-8/3-6-8/2/8, $14.40.
NO TALKING BACK (#2)
Raced wide when favored in in the WA F & M Cup, she moves inside and the
shorter distance may actually be in her favor, she can make amends.
Third in her last after a fairly wide trip, she gets a little better post, also shortens
Gazing (#6)
up and could spring a mild upset.
Dead-heat win last, she may benefit from an expected fast pace, chance.
Blazinbeauty (#3)
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Exacta: 9-11/4-9-11, cost $4.
Trifecta: 9-11/4-9-11/3-4-7-9-11, $6.
Super: 9-11/4-9-11/3-4-7-9-11/1-2-3-4-7-9-11, $4.80. Pick 3: 9-11/2-8/3-4-8, $6.
ON MARVELOUS ME (#11) Consistent sort exits a great third in the Longacres Mile, he ‘ll sit off a contested
early pace and can get another stakes score for the Wright barn.
Kaabraaj (#9)
Tired in the Mile but he did beat the top choice one race back when at this
distance and he draws outside the other early speed.
Hit the Beach (#4)
Big score in the Tribal Classic, he looks quite capable of repeating.
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EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS for
Closing Day, Sunday Afternoon, September 23rd, 2018
Exacta: 2-8/2-6-8, $4. Tri: 2-8/2-6-8/1-2-4-6-8, $6. Pick 3: 2-8/3-4-8/3-6, $6.
Super: 2-8/2-6-8/1-2-4-6-8/1-2-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80. Pick 5: 2-8/3-4-6-8/3-6-8-9-10/2/8, $20.
SIPPIN FIRE (#2)
Easy score in the WA Sophomore Cup, he hasn’t done a thing wrong in his four
wins this year and looks hard to bet against.
Has come closest to beating the top choice in that one’s four race winning streak,
Weekend Wizard (#8)
he should be aided by the shorter distance, definite main threat.
Good try in the BC Derby last, he must be considered.
Canadian Game (#6)
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Exacta: 3-4/3-4-8, $4. Tri: 3-4/3-4-8/3-4-6-8-9, $6. Pick 3: 3-4-6-8/3-6-8-9-10/2, $10..
Super: 4-6/3-4-6/3-4-6-8-9/3-4-5-6-8-9-12, $4.80. Pick 4: 3-4-6-8/3-6-8-9-10/2/8, $10.
EMILY’S GOLD (#3)
Big effort in his maiden win and while he didn’t get a good trip last, he probably
also bounced, he draws inside and gets call in a toss-up.
Invader from California comes off a nice second in his first try against winners, he
Palladium (#4)
is bred to like a mile, clearly a big threat.
Game win in the Angie C, a little flat last but the distance a big plus today.
Northwest Factor (#8)
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LEVITATION (#3)
Kota Copy (#6)
Thorn Legacy (#8)
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JUPITER S. (#2)
Current Sea Xpress (#5)
Atta Girl Misty (#6)

11
DIAMONDS DENA (#8)
Iknowyourface (#7)
Will Not (#5)

Trifecta: 3-6/3-6-8/3-6-8-9-10, $6.
Exacta: 3-6/3-6-8, cost $4.
Super: 3-6/3-6-8/3-6-8-9-10/1-3-6-8-9-10, $3.60. Pick 3: 3-6-8-9-10/2/8, cost $2.50.
Stretch runner is two for two at this distance this meet, he has a nice style and
seems most likely in a wide open heat.
Been away a bit but he can act from on or off the leard early, this barn does well
with short layoffs and he should be in the battle right from the start.
Back quickly after his best effort of the year last, he may be able to repeat it.
Exacta: 2/1-5-6, cost $3.
Trifecta: 2/1-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.
Super: 2/1-5-6/1-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $1.80.
Daily Double: 2/8, cost $1.
Wet track last, route try one back, she drops in price here and should be able to
sprint clear early and prove tough to catch.
Broke about five lengths slowly and raced wide in her most recent, she also had
trouble in her prevoius two starts, a clean trip may be all she needs.
Stable mate of the top choice is going well right now, may prefer shorter however.
Exacta: 8/3-4-5-7, cost $4.
Trifecta: 8/3-4-57/3-4-5-7, $6.
Superfecta: 8/3-4-5-7/3-4-5-7/3-4-5-6-7, $3.60.
Away two months prior to her last but that didn’t stop her from winning
another, she again should get a fast pace to run at, tab to repeat.
Comes off a win and while this is her third race in fifteen days and there is other
early speed for her to deal with she does appear the biggest danger.
Improved race last after a couple of dull efforts, she is not without a shot.

Today’s Best Bet (s):
JUPITER S. in the tenth.

Today’s Longshot:
GAZING in the fifth.

Race Selections for Sunday, September 23rd, 2018
Los Alamitos
Hastings
Golden Gate
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SATRAPA (#5)
Cayate (#1)
Bless His Heart (#4)

BEENTOSPAIN (#3)
Free and Fast (#5)
Jayna (#4)

MAJESTIC STAR (#1)
Spirited Guy (#8)
Changing Image (#5)

FAMILY RULES (#1)
Blooming Hannah (#2)
Holidayincambodie (#3)

PARSIMONIOUS (#5)
Santa Fe Trail (#3)
Fifer (#4)

MY LAST SHOT (#6)
Six Gun Smokin (#1)
Forever the Chief (#5)

KENNY BENNY (#4)
Reverend Al (#2)
Towards the Light (#3)

RANDOM ACT (#2)
Back Alley Denali (#6)
Chef (#7)

RAK CITY (#6)
Sound Logic (#5)
Whoa Buddy (#2)

MR. OPPORTUNIST (#4)
Crown the Kitten (#6)
Very Very Stella (#2)

PURPLE STORM (#1)
Gateshot (#2)
Hefty Ransom (#6)

MAXINAMILLION (#5)
Acrimonious (#1)
Terrell’s Pen Pal (#3)

PARTICLE OF ENERGY (#4)
Love Your Life (#3)
Chrisiscookin (#10)

GRACE HOPPER (#2)
B Quick B Gone (#4)
Bombay (#7)

HAWK’S RISING (#7)
Amity Harbor (#4)
Data Hawk (#6)

SPEND IT (#3)
Spirit Mission (#1)
June Two Four (#2)

EL NOBLE (#8)
Brave Nation (#7)
Not Yet (#3)

GO GMILEY GO (#5)
Stormin Bunny (#1)
Khaleesi (#4)

HERUNBRIDLEDPOWER (#3)
Lucky Student (#6)
Prophetinparadise (#5)

PRADOS WAY (#3)
My Greyson (#2)
Always Sunny (#5)

DESERT SMOKE (#1)
Hal’s Buddy (#5)
Mybluebell (#6)

NINETY NINE PROOF (#7)
King Abner (#1)
Shaymin (#5)

MISS SUGARS (#4)
Staintondale Lass (#2)
Eccentric Spinster (#6)

PRINCESS KENDRA (#1)
Emmy and I (#3)
Wondeful Lie (#7)

HAY DUDE (#7)
My Discretion (#3)
Cackle the Cuda (#4)

IRON CURTAIN (#10)
Johnny Ray (#2)
Jonas (#7)

